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VOLUME 11

NUMBER 23

Reed C~Uege Prof Will

Speak On America's S,tafus
A noted professor of political science at Reed college, Dr.
Frank Munk, will speak on "Some Aspects of the American
Position in the Wo!ld" at E~C tomorrow (April 20) evening
at 7:30. The talk will be held m the EWCE student union and
is open to the public.
A for mer director of train(Brussels) and of the
ing of the United Nations re- institute
Institute of Strategic Studies
. lief and rehabilitation adminis- (London) and has been a retration. Dr. Munk is a native of search fell ow of the Rocke£elCzechoslovakia. He attended ler foundation at Harvard Cothe University of Prague lumbia and Brookings instiwhere he received his doctor- tute.
He was visiting professor at
ate.
Dr. Munk has devoted his the University of Washington,
professional years to the field governor of the Portland City
of international relations. He club and contributing editor
is author of "'f.he Economics of the Ore_gon Journal.
of Force" and "The Legacy of
Nazism." He is a trustee, and
from 1950-55 served as president of the World Affairs
Council of Oregon, continuing
also as Dean of the Northwest
Institute of International ~elations.
Under his leadership the
council pioneered the Great
Dames club will present its
Decisions program which won annual Spring Fashion Show,
it the first national Commun- "Spring Fantasy," on· Wednesity Award from the Foreign day, April 26, at 7:30 p. m. in
Policy association for the most Louise Anderson Lounge. Apsignificant contribution to cit- parel by Hughes will be featizen understanding of world ured. Proceeds this year will
affairs.
be used to form a Dames club
In 1957 he led a seminar to scholarship.
the Middle East, South Asia
President Joanne Ator states
and the Far East, interview- fashions to be modeled will in. ing such leaders as Nehru, U clude lingerie, sportswear,
Nu of Burma and others-. In children's wear, maternity en1956 he took one of the first sembles, suits and dresses.
American study tours to the
T,h e evening will be climaxSoviet Union and its satellites. ed by the showing of a comFrom 1958 to 1960 he has ,plete bridal party. Modeled
served as adviser on intellect- will
be the bridal gown, bridesual cooperation to Radio Free maid's
dress·es, ringbearer, and
Europe in Munich, Germany,
flower
girl's outfits.
devising means of more efNarrating
the event will be
fective communication between intellectuals of West Shirley Johnson who is also
aiding the models with tips on
and East.
how
to model.
Dr. Munk served as a conThere
will be entertainment
sultant on political geography
and
refreshments
during the
to the U. S. air force and is 'a
evening.
.
public member of the regionTickets - may be l)Urchased
al wage stabilization board.
He is a member of the steer- from any Dames club :member
ing committee of the Atlantic or at the door for 50 cents.

Dam.es Club
WUl ·Hold

Style Show

Vets' (lub
Plans Sbow

Budget Exceeds 5 Million

r

28% INCREASE RECEIVED

Tryouts for the ~econd annual Vets' Club Variety show
will be ,held at Showalter Auditorium, Apd.1 24th, at 5 p. m.
Prpgram dmector Dick Rogers
urges all talent to contact any
member of the Vets Club or
come directly to the tryouts .
Acts from Spokane and vicinity that are all ready to go
are· Mick Pugh and the Shavetails, Ed Jeffers and his barber..shop singers, plus a barbershop chorale. Master of
ceremonies will be Ollie Schell
of radio station KNEW. The
show will be approximately two
and one-half hours long.
The ourpose of the production will be to raise funds for
the Vets' club scholarship. Advance sale tickets will cost 15c
and the price at the door will
be $1.00. Remember, you admire:r;s of live entertainment,
the date, May 8, for the Vets'
Club Variety Show.

In an interview last week
President Patterson announced that tWCE has obtained a
28 per cent increase over their
current biennial budget. "We
didn't get all the money we
asked for, but we did get a 28
percent increase over our current operating budget."
President Patterson said,
"We received $1,150,000 for
campus outlay, which will enable us to remodel Showalter,
Monroe, and the Field House.
We now have money to cooperate with the city of Cheney in
the installation of a new $512,000 sewer system, which will
take ,care of the needs of the
campus. $100,000 of the money
for campus outlay will be
spent- for new building sites
and additions to the campus /'

Enrolled At EWC

Dorm Planned

Total registration for the 1961 spring quarter at Eastern
is 2057. Registrar C. W. Quinley Jr., said this is 204 more
than were enrolled in the 1960
spring quarte;r. .
Both the last year enrollment of 185 and this year's
2057 set records· for spring
quarter registration, Quinley
said.

SWEA ELECTS
Tuesday, April 11, 1961, the
Student Washington Education Association elected its
new officers for the coming
sehool year.
They are: President, John
Hogan, a junior who is married and lives in Cheney; vice
president, George Camp; secretary, Mary Buntrock; treasurer, Alice DeLoney, and publicity
chairman,
Priscilla
Bigge.

\I:

~

Completion of the proposed
men's residence hall at 10th
and Elm will not alleviate, the
need for the "cardboard castle" or Hudson hall, Daryl D.
·Hagie, Dean of Students, said
Friday.
· Being built at a cost of nearly 2 million dollars, the new
dorm will be 12 stories high
and circular in shape. Eleven
of the floors will be living
quarters and the twelfth or
ground floor will consist of
recreation, lounge and work
areas.
The two-man rooms will be
arranged in circular fashion
around the building, 20 to a
floor. According to Dean Hagie each floor will have its own
government and officers. An
overall government consisting
of representatives from each FRENCH CLUB
floor also will be for med to
French Club is selling
run dorm affairs.
.
candy
vacuum tins with atEach room will have approx- tractiveincovers
for the bargain
imately 196 square feet of
price
of
$1.00
per
pound. The
floor space. The center area of
the biulding will be used for candy will be on sale every
study rooms and bathrooms. Thursday in the Rotunda of
Guest rooms also will be avail- Showalter Hall.
able for visitors.
The French club held electProposed completion date ions
recently and the followfor the building will be fall of ing officers
were elected for
1962. Upon completion, Hagie Spring Quarter:
Balsaid, Monroe hall will be turn- zer, president; EdHoward
Chenivere,
ed back to the women and vice president; Larry FrederHudson hall will be emptied.
The dorm is being built large irkson, second vice president;
enough to theoretically take Sandra Riggs, secretary-treasrare of the growth in student urer; Dawn Nogy, Social chairpopulation, but, Hagie com- man; Donna Conover, assistant
mented, Hudson will probably social chairman; and Don Frastill be needed. He also said zier, program chairman.
that a twin dorm will be built
on the same lot about four or
five years later. In the meantime, a women's residence hall
probably will be built.
Students who wish to withMoney for the construction
draw from a class or from
is being supplied by a loan
more than one class must do
from the Housing and Home
so
by Monday, April 24, Mr.
Finance Agency, a federal
Quinley,
registrar, has anagency set up by Congress to
nounced.
loan money for institutional
April 24 does• not apply
housing and food services. Afas
a deadline date for stuter the final approval of the
dents
who may wish to withplans by the college board of
draw
from
school,· he added.
trustees, April 15, the plans
Students may withdraw
will be sent to the HHFA
from school at any date.
April 19.
At a meeting, Friday, in
Showalter hall, Dean Hagie
said that the biggest problem
was arranging lounge and
recreation areas. General and
Last day for students to
specific building positioning
remove incompletes receivwas discussed by the architects
ed winter quarter is Friday,
at the meeting. Also discussed
April 21, Mr. Quinley, regiswas ground floor arrangetrar, has announced.
ments and dormitory area
problems.

Withdra,wals

·:•,
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Circular 12 Story

The president said that the
$4,015,00 that will be used for
operations and salaries will enable the faculty and staff to
be placed on a new salary budget, and make possible the employment of 14 new faculty
members.
"We will add to the clerical
and maintenance staff, and
start machine tabulations, for
data processing. Two staff
members will be added to our
reader service, and we think
we will be able to expand this
service to some extent.
We now have the money to
develop the school's 64½ acres
of wheat land that lies above
the Field House. We plan to
put in an activity and a baseball field in this area.
"We asked for 39 new faculy members the first year and
nine the second year. We are
getting in the first year and
six the second year. So we will
still be operating at our current f acuity-student ratio of 1
instructor per 21 students. The
more ideal ratio would be
one instructor per 17.4 students.
When asked what if any
help the new increase would
give EWCE in attracting new
instructors the · President replied, "I think now that EWCE
will be fairly competitive with
other schools in attracting new
instructors. With the money
we have now we will be much
more competitive than we have
in the past. I feel that we will
be about in the middle of the
competitive market. In the
midwest EWCE will give the
other shcools good competition in attracting new f acnlty
members."
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Lasl Chance

Joanne Ator, president of the Dames club, be modeled at the club's fashion show, April
and club members Shirley Johnson and Arlene 26 at L. A. hall. Miss Johnson will narrate.
Hanson, preview some of the styles that will
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Singers From EWC,
Central, To Perform

take pictures. It is very distracting, discourteous, and
perhaps, just plain rude, to
snap pictures, walk around
getting a view for a better
shot, dragging the gadget bag
around, dropping bulbs, while
an artist is trying to perform.
A composer writes music, puts
his feelings down in musical
symbols, tries to convey something to his listeners through
the medium of a performer,
only to have this rapport broken by just plain rudeness or
stupidity on the part of a photographer. No, your photographers are not the only ones
who disrupt concerts, but the
Easterner photographer was
the only photographer at the
Splvakovsky concert last Monday night, and all the clatter
he made, was not only commented upon by the audience,
but by the artist himself. And
what photographer was taking pictures during the play
Wednesday night? Another
example of rudeness. Why
cannot publicity pictures be
taken at a dress rehearsal. At
other institutions this seems to
be the way of things.
It is with the hope that this
letter will further improve
our way of things, at least as
far as concerts and articles
go.

ha(i "duped" these students
for they would have found 300
members of t he University of
California faculty, 165 of San
(Reprint of nt·ticle questioned in
ounding Board.)
Francisco State, the Episcopal
T-here have been frequent
Diocese of California, the
(i a;;;..:::ii~N ::-~
complaints this year about the
~~~.::>..:=::;?--=:;:...-'
Friends Committee on Legislalack of student support at
"That You Shall Know the Truth and tlae Truth Shall Make You Free."
tion, the California AFL-CIO,
GOO 000
Music convocations. Unfortunthe New York Times, the New
ately, this campus' disinterYork Herald Tribune, t he MilE:ASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE of EDUCATION est has often been due to prowaukee
Journal, t he St. Louis
Publi11hed weekly durlnir the achool year, except vacationa and
grams
that
were
lacking
in
Post-Dispatch, the Des Moines
holidaY'a and perioch Immediately pNCedinSf by the ABIIOOlated
musical quality or were geared
Student.a of Eutern Wuhlnston Colleire of Education, Ohene:,,
Register and Tribune, the
Wuh. Application for re-entry at Chene:,, Wa11hlnirton, pendtnir.
to appeal only to serious musiAmerican
Federation of Teach·
Entered •• Second Clau Matter Nov. 8, 1916, at the Post Offlct
cians.
at Cheney, Wuhinirton, 11nder the Act· of Congreu March 8, 187i.
ers
the
Amalgamated
Cloth·
Advertl•lntr rat.ea furnished on application. Represented for
Tomorrow evening, though,
national advertl11ln1r by National AdvertlJing, Inc., 420 Madlaon
ing'
Workers
of
America,
the
PRESS
both musicians and normal
Avenue, New York 17, New York. Ri11ht t.o decline an:, adverYoung
Democrat
Clubs
of
tialna l1 reeerved.
people should thoroughly enAmerica
and
John
F.
KenEXECUTIVE EDITOR ............. ................................... Shan Eggers joy the concert in the Bali
nedy. They are the "Commulounge.
nists"
Mr." Hoover and the
ASSOCIATE EDITOR ································-·············· Janet Williams
The
Central
Singers
(from
Committee
can't look for beASSISTANT EDITOR ..... ................................................... Dick Blair CWC), one of the finest collegcause they might find. them.
SPORTS EDITOR ........................................................Walt Hartman iate choirs in the northwest,
The students w~re inci~ed
CIRCULATION MANAGER .................................. Ken McDonald will be on campus for a joint
because
of their exclus10n
concert with our own Syman
HUAC
public hearing.
phonic Choir. This concert will
"There
was
no
act of Physical
To The Music Department:
be the last performance of the
Aggression
on
the
part of the
I would like to take this ifiably blamed for a mix-up on touring season for both groups
students
"
said
Sheriff
Mathew
and should demonstrate the
Carberry of the ~ity and Counopportunity to clarify certain times of the two music pro- best efforts of each.
ty of San Francisco on. a TV
elements of the "Sounding grams mentioned. Although
There also will be an active
we DO employ proofreading, feeling
interview months later. But
of competition beBoard' letters from members we had assumed that material
the
police reacted the only
of the school's music faculty,· coming from the department tween the two organizations,
way they knew how to a nonEastern's choir has reachMarvin Mutchnik and Arthur had department approval, and for
violent
resistance. There are
ed a high level of ability tID;S
photographs
of girls _beat en
Biehl, and also comment upon it is hoped that this will not year
and is in excellent posiletters of similar content sent occur again.
bloody,
of
four
policemen
tion to challenge Central's
The inaccuracy of the state- vocal
clubbing
a
single
student,
etc.
me by G. W. .Lotzenhiser, muleadership.
The
Committee,
by
subpoesic head, which were later ments about the Easterner
So come over to the Union
ho w e v e r, tomorrow
asked to be withheld from photographers,
na obtained an television
hear some fine
(Signed)
should be pointed out. Mr. music sungand
publication.
filins
of the "riot." Four to six
the best voices
Sincerely Yours,
I hpd felt that the space Mutchnik says, "No, your pho- around. The by
hours
of footage was cut to
program starts at
Marvin Mutchnik 45 minutes and doctored
the Easterner has continuous- tographers are not the only 8 p. m., but you'd
come
Assistant Professor of Music throughout to bring separate
ly devoted to the music de- ones who disrupt the concerts, early . . . it looksbetter
as
if
this
partment's material, along but the Easterner photograph- time we'll have a crowd.
incidents together, reverse the
er
was
the
only
photographer
sequences, and eliminate comwith the efforts which EasterTo The Editor:
pletely the students' story_ and
ner staff members have mad·e at the Spivakovsky concert
in securing this material, last Monday night, and all the played for distribution at a
In reference to the April 12 the assault by the black Jackwould have been some indica- clatter he made, was not only variety of places in the Spo- issue of the Easterner; the ar- et and helmet clad policemen.
Mr. Hoover and _the H. U. A.
tion to the department of the commented upon by the audi- kane metropolitan area rang- ticle on Singers from Central,
whole-hearted support which ence, but by the artist him- ing from the late-lamented Gol- this quotation: " ... both musi- C. can produce films and rethis publication has for the self." No Easterner photog- den Arm to the Unitarian cians and normal people ... ," ports of student riots incited
programs and the aims of the rapher attended the convoca- Church. In fact, you are likely is a very poor way of express- by Communists who are never
tion, though it is unfortunate to find the magazine almost ing the idea contained in the arrested for incitement to riot.
music department at EWC ..
that
the incident should hap- any place t hat culturally alert complete sentence. I have per- they can distort the facts anp
Speaking as an individual,
pen
at
all.
and not an editor, I would say
people gather. If there are any sonally been a musician and take, over where McCarhyism.
Perhaps it is unfortunate, such places we have over- music teacher for many years with its savage assaults on all
that my interest in music is
possibly as great as any indi- too, that the department's re• looked please let us know. and although I have two heads, non-conformity, left off, they
viaual on this campus and, porter should point out that Profit does not interest us, or three eyes, beat my. wife and can partially halt the fires of
speaking as editor, I had felt there is some spirit of com- our contributors, but the right children. and teach at East· dissent and reform, but they
ern, I have always thought of cannot enforce my -loyalty to
that any means by which I petition between the choirs of kind
of publicity does.
myself as being normal rather a lie.
could aid in bringing about Eastern and Central, or any
Sincerely yours,
than abnormal.
(Signed)
interest in the creative arts music organizations. CompetiVaughn
S.
Albertson,
tion,
I
wduld
feel,
though,
·
T•
h
e
writer
of
the
article
Lyle
D. Collins
at Eastern was being used. I
Editor
titerary
Artpress
would
not
rule
out
cooperahopes
people
will
come
early
have not, as Mr. Lotzenhiser
to get a seat as a large turnand Mr. Beihl apparently as- tion, and l am quite surprised
To
The
Editor:
out
is expected. Actually, if Dear Ed:
sumed. backed any watered that such a statement would
It
was
with
dismay
I
read
they come as much as an hour
down compromise in this area come as a shock. Eastern's
In the past while sitting in
-rock and roll music includ· music is advancing faster than your article in the April 12 early they may even hear the the Harbor, I've noticed that it
any other across t•h e state, and issue of t·he Easterner about program as it is scheduled for has been very crowded. esed.
Though I feel the music de- I have no doubt that a healthy the coming concert of EWC 7 p. m. and not 8 p. m. This is pecially during the l1;1nch
partment is one of the most spirit of competition has been and CWCE choral groups. In the second time in two weeks hour. There have been times
valuable' in the school, I let one of the beneficial factors my opinion it was in poor that the paper has advertised when people have had to stand
the article in question appear in this advancement. The taste, showed poor judgment, the wrong hour for a concert. up because of the lack of
The writer also refers to seating space.
in last week's Easterner with sharing oh music program, and was inaccurate. As in the
last
issue
advertising
the
Monpoor
quality of many prosuch
as
the
excellent
one
of
my full approval. The reportInstead of talking about
day
concert
of
the
vio\J.inist
grams.
Is he confusing quality building a "new" cafeteria,
Easterru
and
Central,
is,
I
feel
er incidentally, is from the
m~sic department. I found it a very good way, not only to Sp1vakovsky as in the morn· with audience appeal? If so let's use the space we already
inconceivable .that a remark provide new experiences for ing (it was at night), this ar- maybe we should go over to have. I am referring to the
about "both musicians and the audience and further the ticle has the concert at 8 p. Jm . • some real culture and educa- fourt•h booth down on . the
normal people" would offend education of music students, and on page 5 of the "Kampus tional endeavor and book west wall, commonly known
any individual, or any depart- but to insure knowledge of Kalendar," the choral concert some trained dog acts or rock as , the sports car booth. It's
ment, with a sense of humor. the strengths and weaknesses is to be given at 7 p. m. I and roll clowns.
so low that only people who
(Signed)
Because of this, the article of ot•her schools' programs, wonder if you people employ
cwn sports cars can feel comSincerely yours.
' appeared with my consent, and to benefit from this. Com- such a thing as proof-reading?
fortable
in it. This booth has
I am wondering whose idea
Mr. Arthur Biehl,
the music department's re- petition isn't necessarily a
been
out
of commission for a
Music Division
porter cannot be blamed, and hidious word, even when it is it is that the concert Thursday
number of weeks. Probably
Mr. Mutchnik's statement that used in connection with an art night is both for musicians
because of the lack of "four
"Perhaps your writer could form-or at least this is the and normal people. This cer- Editor:
screws."
Concerning the un-Ameribe tabbed as not normal for interpretation which I would tainly is in bad taste, and one
(Signed)
gets
from
your
article,
the
mucan
film, "Operation Abolieven thinking, let alone, put- place upon the writer's re·
. John Magnuson
ting such trash into print," is marks, which, I am certain, sicians are not normal. Per- tion."
Earl McPhail
In May, 1960, there was a
ironic from the standpoint reflected, as do my policies, haps your writer could be
Don Andel
that "my writer" is from the the utmost respect for the tabbed as not normal for even "riot" in San Francisco, U. S.
music department, and un- music department, the depart- thinking, let alone. putting A. Students, mostly, participat- . To The Editor:
ed. Deplorable? The fathers,
doubtedly considers himself ment's faculty, and the music such trash into print.
I am hot a prolific writer of
We know of the reputation the mothers, the aunts and Letters to the Editor but I am
5omewhat normal.
majors at Eastern Washington
of the Central Singers, but uncles, J. Edgar Hoover, and compelled to write a short note
The Easterner is to be just- College.
this feeling of active compe- the H. U. A. C. think so. But concerning
etiquette
tition between the two groups Mr. Hoover and the Committee at the recentaudience
concert
presented
is so far from the truth, it is affect to believe the students by Tossi Spivakovsky. I would
ridiculous. In the first place, were duped by the Commuto point out that it was
we here in the music depart- nists, "totally unaware," says hasten
certainly
most disappointing
To the Editor:
did not become editor of the ment stress cooperation be- Mr. Hoover in Communist
that
more
faculty and students
I wish to thank you for the new Literary Artpress until the tween colleges, not competi- Threat-Youth," of t·he extent
did
not
find
it possible to atgenerous space accorded Lloyd fall of 1959. The old illustrated tion. Secondly, the Central to which they may be victimtend this excellent concert by
Humphrey's feature story on Artpress was sponsored joint- singers are coming as our ized and exploited. "
one
of the world's finest violinthe Literary Artpress in this ly by the Art Department and guests to present a concert;
The American judge who
tsts.
week'sEasterner. The staff of the English Department and this is not a football field, a dismissed the riot charges
I'm quite certain . that those
the Literary Artpress is rather edited from 1957 to 1959 by tennis court, or what have against the students did not
who
were guilty of inconsiderproud of the progress which Prof. Robert Hanrahan and you; this is a concert, present- ask that the Communists who
ation
of others and of the fine
the magazine has made over Prof. Jesse P. Ritter, Jr. It was ing talent from the two duped them be presented. In
performers
did not intentionthe past two years in gaining the latter who first conceived schools for the listening enjoy- fact, no Communist. known or
ally display themselves in this
national recognition and happy the idea of creating a genuine ment of both EWC students, unknown, was arrested.
faculty,
and
other
interested
But why not? T,he film intro- manner. I could not underto have this progress called "little magazine" with more
parties.
Your
article
is
in
duced two of them, Archie stand, as an example, why some
to the attention of the EWCE than local circulation. My wife
felt it necessary to applaud
quite
a
contrast
between
our
faculty and student body.
and I have merely striven to philosophy of cooperation, and Brown as "second in command during
the short moment of
in the California Communist
However, in fairness to your implement this idea.
yours
of
competition.
I
am
silence between movem·ents of
readers, particularly newcomSecond, I should point out wondering if everything we Party," and Merle Brodsky. the
first work. Perhaps the inBut
they
were
there
by
subers on the campus, I feel ob- for the benefit of any who
do
must
be
in
competition?
appropriate
entry of sev{!ral
opena
after
students
had
run
ligated, as editor of the Liter- want to buy the Literary ArtIt
is
my
hope
that
when
a
late-comers
into
the auditorium
an
advertisement
saying,
ary Artpress, to correct cer- press that we have only two concert is being presented,
prompted
this
spontaneous
out"Where
are
the
Communists?"
tain errors and omissions in outlets through which it is sold orchestral or instrum·e ntal,
All
the
police
clubs,
fire
hosburst.
The
soloist
was
most
patMr. Humphrey's story, • which -·the college bookstore in the solo or ensemble, or during
I regret .was not shown to me SUB and the Inland Bookstore the course of a performance es, and fingerprints number· ient and made a very noble atbefore it was printed. First, I on West Sprague Avenue in of a play, that photographers ing 130 million could not pro- tempt to ascertain the arrival
did not come to Eastern Wash- downtown Spokane. Free cop- wait until after the perform- duce one Communist suspect. of all be~ore they continued
Mr. Hoover and the H. U. A. C. with their presentation. This
ington College until 195.8 and ies, however, have been dis- ance is finished before they could
not look for those who
(continued on page 3)

Sounding Board

J

"Evils" Of
ARMY STORY
Advanced Placement . Opportunity for college seniors and college graduates to
Are Countered

' Golden Circle
Taps New Members
Ten junior and senior girls
girls were tapped for Golden
Circle, senior women's honorary society, at the last AWS
general meeting in Louise Anderson lounge.
The girls, Eva Joseph, Phyl
Sierra, Lillis Jacobs, Dee McNees, Lyn Sisich, Roma Adams,
Priscilla Bigge, , Sue • Keller,
Coralie Van Woert and Janice
Morgan were selected on their
outstanding service to the
school, character of leadership, scholarship and spirit
of cooperation.
Tapping was done by Irene
Sherwood and Florence Samels, the two remaining members for the 1960-61 year and
Mrs. Gloria Hooper,
member from last year.
Mrs. Carol Gerkin, Dean of
Women was named an honorary m.ember. ·
A banquet to initiate the new
members was held on Wednesday, Aprjl 12 in the Spokane
f!otel.

a

Sou·nding Bo·ard
(continued from page 2)
was not enough of an interrup~
tion but what we were then
subjected to a member of the
press flashing his camera not
from one side of the auditorium but from both sides. T,he
second photographic effort fol·
lowed a rather noisy withdrawal from the first position
of strategy the pressman had
nssumed.
With all of this extraneous
activity quieted-, I was sure that
the balance of the program
could now be enjoyed. This is
the point at which it became
obvious that we have done an
inadequate job of training our
own music majors.
For the balance of the conc.ert six rather busy note-taking
students found it necessary to
discuss varied and asundry
items. I am not one to eavesdrop but one could hardly have
found this socially improper
activity necessary for the noise
level .of these indivi~i\ials ~ade
it inucli less than enjoyable
listening. If we are going to
think of ourselve~ as a collegiate community and by virtue
of this, one interested in the
cultural activities of the society in which we exist, let us then
begin to assume some of the
responsibilities which accompany the privilege which we
have all be·e n given! These very
responsibilities go far and beyond the limits of the walls of
the concert ,h all but it seems
to me that this is as good a
place as any to reflect consid-eration towards others. Would
you disagree with this point
of view?
G. W. Lotzenhiser
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participate in a program deSt. Louis, Mo.- (I. P.)-The signed to alleviate the critical
college that jumps on the foreign language specialist
bandwagon of advanced place- shortage in Army Intelligence
units has been anment without truly participat- Reserve
nounced b~ ~ixth U. S. Army
ing and understanding it is at the Pres1d10 of San Francisservin~ neither itself nor the co, Calif.
Recruitment will be limited
program, according to Jack N .
Arbolino, director of advanced to college seniors or to those
placement program for the who have received a bachelor's
College Entrance Examination degree before enlistment. Successful applicants will be enboard.
• Speaking at a dinner meet- listed in the Reserve Forces
ing of the College Board in Act of 1955 program, given
this city recently, he said, "the basic combat and advanced inschool that offers advanced dividual training after graduplacement courses and then, ation and then assigned as stuto rack up scores, dissuades dents to the Army Language
from taking the examinations School at the Presidio of Monthose students of whom it is terey, Calif.
not sure, subverts the ideal.
The Army pointed out that
The argument, then, that can this program offers an unusual
be made is that because it opportunity, with full tuition
brings prestige it lends itself and allowances-and an ' interto exploitation by those who esting future in the Arm.Y Inseek reputation."
telligence Reserve.
'
Referring to the charge that
Students will take -either
the advanced placement pro- Cantonese, Korean, Turkish
gram "accents credit and, by Vietnamese or Russian. As
overemphasizing testmanship, these languages are in the "difmay lead to the bre·eding of a ficultJ' category, the course
race of academic spigots,,, Ar- will require 47 weeks. After
bolino said, "Academic book- . the completion of his active
keeping is an integral part of duty training, the Reservist
American education. While will complete the r emainder of
Dr. Loyd Vaneberg stands with his creation Freedom which
this system lasts the program his six-year Reserve obligation
must conform. Study is its own in his unit, or when appropri- won first prize for originality at the· recent Washington Indus·
reward but we must deal in ate, in another Arllly Intelli- trial Arts convention. Vandeburg explains the meaning of
common currency.
gence Reserve unit able to use "Freedom11 on page 7.
· "To guard against spigotry, his language.
the ·examining committes take
Upon completion . of the
great pains. Course descrip~ course, it is expected that the ist. His service will be deter- Sprinklers Bein~
tions are general and each · linguist will return to his unit mined initially by the unit asyear the examination grade 'is to serve as an interpreter, in- signment for which he enlist- Installed At' EWC
the most important factor in te~rogafor or security special- ed, but because of his high inA new $255.43 manually opthe eyes of the colleges. Again,
itial academic qualifications, erated sprinkler system is beas in the case of credit, the
program falls heir to the ills To this end the book advanced it is expected that he will ad- ing installed in the "Island,"
as well as the attributes of our placement programs: Course vance into the upper ·enlisted on the side of Showalter Hall
national system . . . in our Descriptions carries the fol- grades and eventually qualify between Fifth and Seventh
for appointment as an officer
overall educational systein, we lowing paragraph:
streets, border'ed betwe·e n D
count. We pay off on grades,
'Advanced placement is not · of the U. S. Army Reserve.
street
and the sidewalk on the
Army Intelligence Reserve
and so does the advanced limited to those areas in which
placement program." To the the College board offers ex- . units with critical language va- northeast side of the building.
charge that "Advanced place- aminations. Greek, philosophy, cancies are 136th Army Intelli"The system will consist of
ment limits the growth of the and Far Eastern history- gence Detachment, Fort Law1,520
feet of plastic pipe vary· curriculum and restricts: ex- among other subjects at col- ton, Wash.; 153rd Army Intelperimentation,'' he said.
Detachment,
Fort ing between one-half to two
le.e:e level- have been offered ligence
"The advanced placement by a small number of schools Douglas, Utah; 316th Military inches in diameter and have
committee is aware of the in- and recognized by certain col- Censorship Detachment, Fort 35 sprinkler heads," stated
fluence t•h at the program may leges. This development should Lawton, Wash.,; and detach- Lloyd Storlie, grounds foreexert and it is fearful Jlest
serve to indicate that the pro- ments in Los Angeles, San man. He also went on to say,
worthy and important as it ·is: gram is not designed to r e- Francisco, San Jose, and El "We plan to have this project
finished by the first of May.'
the program fix curriculum. main static.' "
Cerrito, Calif.
11

Congratulations, Not quite,
Wench ..•
Gort! I guess
Lucirer was
this makes
·you the new merely the
leading
wrestlir,g

champ,

Contender?
Th~n who's
'the

champion ?

Some chap

named
Michael.,.

contender!

•-------=---

Faith Masop

11

-f

Dear Editor,
The following article concerns the choir tour which was
from April 9 to the 12th.
"Shoulder Up Your Axe ..."
These were the words of a
song that caused the Eastern
Washington
Choir
many
laughs on their 3-day choir
tour last week, under the ·di- ·
rection of Mr. Ralph Manzo.
Combine 80 voices singing
"Shoulder Up Your Axe"- by
the end of the week you, too,
would have changed the words
to "Shoulder Up Your Gun."
The choir toured the Puget
Souhd area of Seattle. Tacoma,
Edmonds, Auburn, and Bremerton. The group was also featured on KOMO TV in Seattle.
Although the audiences varied in enthusiasm from school
to school, Mr. Manzo managed
to offer a program that held
the attention of all the listeners. With his sense of humor,
he made the program entertaining not only for the audience, but the choir as well.
The generosity of the f amiljes that housed the choir members each night was greatly
appreciated.
On behalf of the choir, we
,e;ive our sincere thanks to Mr.
Manzo for his outstanding direction.
(Signed)
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BIG

STUDENT

DISCOUNT

and
'Only a perfect gem
can reflect a diamond's full natural
beauty and .brilliance. Keepsake's
center diamond is guaranteed perfect in writing."

FREE FILM

WITH EVERY ROLL BROUGHT
IN FOR DEVELOPMENT
BLACK AND WHITE OR COLOR

·C on,n,erc·ial Photog'r aphy
Can,era Repair
·C on,plete Line of Filn,s
and Cameras

RODNEY $400.00
W~dding Ring $150.00

•

1

Cheney Photo Supply

SAN CARLO
$125.00
Wedding Ring
$17.50
Jllnirs enlarged to 11how detail.
Pricet ioolude Fec:lcnil Tu.

SMITH JEWELERS

1
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Principa;ls Convene
On EWC Campus
With the theme of meeting
the needs of superior students.
the Principals Conference will
be held at Eastern on April 27.
The conference, to be held
from 9: 15 a. m. to . 12:30 p. m.
in the union, will consider the
development of a continuing
education program for the superior student on the high
sc,hool as well as the college
level, according to Louis V.
Grafious, chairman of the Superior Student-Honors Council.

I met someone the other day who actually expects to graduate in four years!

Conference Ends;
Students ra·ke s.1and

,

Award For Italian
A six hundred dollar schol·
arship for a student from
Italy has been approved by
EW€E-ASB.
The scholarship for the
1961-62 college yeat has been
awa red to Giampiero Pecelli
of Trieste, Italy.
Miss Clara Kessler, EWCE
foreign student adviser. said
Pecelli will ' be the first student from Italy to receive this
award from the Financial Aid
Awards Com.mittee.

Washington (UP)-Some 400
young Americans from all over
the nation expressed their
ideas about the new Peace
Corps in a series of 12 resolutions debated on the floor of
an all-Conference plenary session on Friday, March 31.
Delegates to the National
Conference on Youth Service
A broad, meeting at the American University, were enthusiastic about the Peace Corps. man welfare, for the realizaThey hoped that t•he program tion of the aspirations of all
would be a real aid to the un- peoples.
derdeveloped nations of the
SELECTION - The mm1world, and not serve only to mum age of a Corpsman
create publicity for the United should be at least 18, but it
States foreign program.
should be noted that the type
"The purpose of the Peace ' of service r equired will at
Corps," according to one of times necessitate the experthe resolutions, "should be to ience of an older person.
foster mutual understanding
The basic educational reand cooperation among all . quirement should be a diplopeople . . . without involve- ma or its equivalent from an
ment in any foreign policy."
academic, trade or vocational
This was adopted only after high school.
lengthy debate, however, and
A lengthy debate over the
th2re was a votal minority who relationship between Corps
considered that the Peace members and nationals of the
Corps could not be anything host country came to no conbut an arm of the U. S. gov- clusion. Some of the students
ernment and Peace Corpsmen felt that Corps members
should be well trained in Com- should not be together, but
munist methods and tactics.
should live together in the
The
representatives
of host country, thus enabling
American youth issued r esolu- each to boost the morale of
tions dealing with the purpose, t he other. Various types of
administration, and structure contact plans were discussed,
of the Peace Corps on the last including a Peace Corps newsday of the three-day Con£ er- letter.
ence, sponsored by the United
The students con sidered
States National Student Asso- ways to maintain high morale
among Peace Corps members,
ciation.
Government officials, in- suggesting vacation periods,
communications
e:ludjng the President, mem- constant
bers of Congress, and the di- among the group, adequate
medical care, technical and
rector of the Peace Corps,
hope to consider the Confer- emotional counseling, etc. No
ence proposals as they plan resolution was passed on this,
the details of the Peace Corps however.
Delegates also heard an addjn the coming months. A final
r eport will be issued detailing ress by Dr. Harald Taylor, forboth the proposals which were mer President of Sarah Lawadopted by the Con£ erence rence College, who talked
and the varied arguments pre- about the responsibility of the
sented in workshop sessions educational profession toward
preparing the individual stuand in debate.
The resolutions contained dent to contribute in the Peace
Corps, and in achieving the
the following suggestions:
same
purposes as the Peace
QUALIF1CATIONS
A
corpsman will not be a politic- Corps is aimed at on his own.
The 400 delegates left f or
al agent and should not be
required to make any particu- their respective homes, colleglar affirmation of loyalty be- es or universities Friday after·
yond the standard passport re- noon, to concentrate on effecquirements for any American tive student activity in prepartraveling abroad. Indeed, such ing for, and understanding,
political tests would suggest the Peace Corps and the
that the corps has some great- American student's responsier political mission than has biltiy in meeting the challenge
been' conceived in its purpose. which the Corps presents
PURPOSE - The Peace them.
Corps is not a program of
Tennessee was second only
Americans crusading for Democracy, but of democrats cru· to Virginia as the chief bat~ading for the advance of hu- tleground of the Civil War.

Dr. George J. Kabat, Dean
of Instruction, will be the
speaker.
A superior student program
for Eastern has been approved
by the faculty, the Administrative Council, and the Board of
Trustees. It consists of four
parts.
1. Cooperation with secon·
dary schools in developing college-level courses;
2. Summer quarter work for
superior high school students
at the end of t heir junior
year ;
3.
Advance
placement
t hrough credit by examination;
4. A Superior Student-Honors Program as a part of the
college curriculum.
There will be a luncheon
served from 11:30 a. m. to
12:::i0 p. m. in the Terrace
Room.

Hc;,nors System Fails
Passage At Trinity
Hartford, Conn. (UPS)-The
adoption of a Trinity honor
code failed to pass a student
referendum held yesterday,
for the secorid time in three
years.
Although 55.1 percent of
the student body favored t he
proposal code, the favorable
margin fell short of the 80 percent required for ratification.
With 91 percent of the student body voting, the senior
c]ass was 62 percent in favor,
and the sophomores were 48
percent favorable.
According to the Trinity
Tripod, the ma,ior cause of
opposition to the adoption of
the proposed code was the socalled "squealer clause" which
stated tliat a student is honor
bound to report any observed
honor code violations.

Library Hours
Questioned
Many students have been
bemoaning the fact that the library is open only on Saturday mornings. At the present
time, it is open 82 bouts a
week and is in the process of
change.
In the past, use of the library on Saturday afternoons
was negligible and students
asked that it be open •mornings
instead.
According to Leon Whitinger, director of library service,

EASJ'ER SEAL
FUNDS FLY
The old adage of good will
toward men has seemingly taken another setback. Wayne
Spence, area representative
for Eastern Washington Crippled Children's Drive, found
that two coin cans placed at
the Spokane International Airport took off for parts unknown. Inasmuch as the coin
cans had not been given plane
tickets or flignt clearance it
was expected they would remain where they . were put. It
cannot be that anyone would
have walked off with a coin
can f illed with small contributions for cri pp!ed children's
help.
Except for this incident, however, the 1961 drive appears
t o be another fine snccess.
Members of t he advanced public relations class at EWC
conducted the drive as they
did in 1960.

President To Omak
President Dr. Don S. Patterson attended a t hree day survey of the Omak public
schools last week. Dr. Patterson explained that the survey
of the schools' instructional
program was being conducted
by the University of Washin~ton.
Colombia is the only South
American country having a
coastline on both the Pacific
and Atlantic oceans.
Africa is three times the size
of China, but has only onethird the population.
'
the library can be op~n more
hours per week ~ut its use must
warrant the exepnditure of
the funds necessary for utilities and staff.
"If the stud·e nts want .the
library open on Saturday mornings all they have to do is show
they will use it," Whitinger
Gaid.
I
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1s n\E SPlOE.e ~N , N~ECT?
NO, THt:Y 8E.U>~G TO THE ~SS
OF ARA(HNID~,INCLUO\NG--~ITa
TJO::S,SCORPIONS. INSE.C.TS ~AVE
FE.EU,£S;nie SPIDE.R OOE.SN'T.

"Rtddyi
·Makes.

·-HO.MEWORK

Easy.

Reddy's "powerfully" anxious to toke o'v er your dish·wo.shing job. A modern electric dishwo.sher
do all

will

. the dishe_s for a few .cents a day.
This i_, just ·one of the 4~ different ways WWP low•
cost electricity serves the overage home.

WASHINGTON WATER POWER CO.

Roy Woodle, Oonvair Flight Engineer, supervises an Air Force Atlas Satellite Launch that
will relay information from outer space to increase knowledge of the earth and aid weather

l

0

forecasting and communications. This brilliant,
young space engineer smokes Camels. He says
they're the only cigarettes that give him real
satisfaction every time he lights up.

The best tobacco 1T1akes the best s1T1oke !

THE "MOST TERRIBLE PLAY"
"J. B." IS A HUGE SUCCESS
"The play 'J. B.' has been
the most terrible play I've
ever put on," Dr. Harold K. ·
Stevens, who directed the recent production at Showalter
auditorium, com'm ented.
"Of all the plays I've di-

rected, 'J. B.' has given me
more doubts and misgivings
than any other. It has presented more technical problems,
more problems with interpretation and even casting, than
all the Greek tragedies put together. But never has a play
· pleased an audience like this
one."

The EASTERNER

The author of the Pulitzer
prize-winntng drama, Archi·
bald MacLeish, utilized the
circus setting and characters
iJ?- the pattern of the play. Two
circus
roustabouts
(Steve
Lynch and Ron
Knittle)
brought unity into this form
by reappearing as soldiers,
photographers, police officers
and J. B.'s "comforters," aiding in the testing of J. B.'s
strength. The two · were extremely convincing in their
roles and did as much as any
other to leave the audience
"thinking."

The crew that brought the
This is what Stevens told technical part of "J. B." to
the cast of Archibald Mac- near perfection consisted of
Leish's two act drama after Marvin Morasch, Morris Krigthe final per£ ormance last baum, Paul Barton, Ruth Ann
week. A member of the audi- Pieterson, and others. Rho
·e nce he ref erred to aJ1;reed, Iota cast of Alpha Psi Omega
with ·a grin, that "J. B." was an (particularly mem,bers Janice
experience he couldn't ever Cowell and Carol Shuey) also
forget:
aided in tying this "most ter·
"Usually, after a play, I go rible play" together.
somewhere for discussion of
'what a good play it was' over
Stan Rizzuti's familiar, powbeer and crackets. Everyone erful voice got a real workout
left 'J . B.' thinking and there jn "J. B.," as did the legs of
was no beer and crackers that Bob Bruya, Julie McCune,
Shirley Johnson and Bob Pope
night."
C. R. "Tarz" Williams por- (in the dancing scene, of
trayal of J. B . was, to use a course) though the former was
stock word in, at last, its pro- heard and not seen. and all of
per sense, "electrifying." The the latter, seen and not heartl.
cries of the modern Job for J. B.'s "children" were Patty
knowledge of God's justice Chatburn, Colleen Daugherty,
cannot be forgotten, and Will- Ruth Lass, Richard Hagelin
iams had the dept-h of emotion and Bill Waddington.
The "women" in the play,
to transfer the frustrations
and the ultimate value of J. refugees from an• atomic bomb
B.'s life to an EWC audience. blast, were Melette Jones,
Ed Sonneborn, who played Carol Shuey, Linda Krause ,
the play's Satan, proved that Jean McWhirter, Marilyn Mche was able to overcome the Intyre, and Janice Cowell.
stereotyped devil when he Paul Barton played J. B.'s
showed the bitterness, world- third comforter, Elipaz, and
weariness, and the power, of Shan Eggers played "the girl"
Mr. Nickles, amazed to find who fit into the devil's scheme
that, after all Job had suffer- quite well.
Plans are being made for
.ed, he would still take back
performances
of "J. B." dur·his life and accept God's justice without reasonable expla- ing the first part of Eastern's
nations for his suffering, hears. summer school.
J. B. speak of love to his wife
Sarah (played by Barbara Hanson) and the God-character,
Mr. Zuss (Roger Prior). The Technology In
latter two characters demon- The Sixties
strated perhaps more than
"Industrial. Technology in
any other that college students with little experienee, if ' the Sixties" was the theme of
they are perceptive and dili- the 23'rd annual convention of
gent, can learn to act a mean- the American Industrial Arts
ingful part with richness and Association, which was attendhonesty.
ed by . Dr. Loyd Vandeberg,
and Mr. Orland Killin, in St.
Louis, Mjssouri, recently. '
Spivakovsky Conce rt
That "Man's hope today lies
in the improvement of educaEnds Series
tion," was the main point of
Tossy Spivakovsky, violinist, a talk by Dr. John R. Ludingpresented at Eastern Washing- ton on "Competencies Needing
ton College of Education Stu- G:r:eater Emphasis in the Edudent-Community Artist Series cation of Industrial Arts Teachin Showalter Auditorium. Reid ers." Dr.. Ludington further
Neibley accompanied Spiva- · stated that "America must create leaders who know how to
kovsky . .
use the tools and knowledge of
Program
today
and to search for truth
I
Sonata in A Major ... ..... Handel t hroughout life."
Dr. M. L. Schmitt · outlined
Concerto in E Minor
Op. 64 ......... :...... Mendelssohn the purpose · of the Industrial
Arts.
II
"The industrial arts should
Sonate ........................ Debussy
be that part of general educaIII
Romance ............ Rachmaninoff tion which develops in the
Hopak .................... Mussorgsky- learner an intelligent underRachmaninoff standing of the technical asValse Scherzo, Op. 34 ........... . pect of our society. The indus...... ..... .... .......... .. ... Tschaikovsky trial arts should also provide
Tossy Spavakovsky with his opportunities to discover and
brilliant
performance
last to develop technical talents
Thursday night brought to a possessed by some individuals.
close for the season the stu- Tools of all types representaindustrial activity
dent-community concert ser- tive of
should be arranged in a labies program.
Before beginning each se- oratory for use ·by the students
lection Spivakovsky showed a under the guidance of the
true artist's insistence on the teacher to manipulate materaudience's complete silence. ials to meet the needs and inThen, with a slight smile to his dividual purposes of the learnerns," he said.
pianist he would begin.
Dr. Schmitt also stated the
He captivated his audience
time after time after time with desired results of industrial
the brillian~e of his interpre- artss. "Wholesome changes in
the learner should affect his
tation and technique.
,habits,
attitudes and u.n derHis slight smile broke ineo a
standings
in some of the more
broad beam as he was called
back for three different en- important aspects of living.
cores. Always he made it plain These changes may take the
that his pianist, Reid Neibley, form of a developed interest in
was also to share in the glory. the man-made physical world,
Spivakovsky"s final encore, its materials and knowledge of
a Paganini Caprice, unaccom- how they are produced and
panied, broug~t the program to fabricated, and the place of the
a startling end exciting climax. tool, the machine, and man in
these processes."
MF.
1
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· The final scenec from the recent presenta• (Barbara Hanson) after Sarah has returned to
tion of Archibald MacLeish's play "J. B." show him. The play was directed by Harold K. StevJ. B. (C. R. "Tarz'' Williams) and his wife Sarah ens, and left EWC audiences "thinking."

Pickin'
Up
Points
.

CREATIVE
VIEW OF FREEDOM

1. Bring the professor newspaper cli,ppings dealing with
his subject.
Demonstrate fiery interest
and give him timely items to
mention to the class. If you
can't , find clippings dealing
with his subject, bring in any
clippings at random. He thinks
everything deals with his sub.ject.
·
2. Look alert. Take notes
eagerly. If you look at your
watch, don't stare at in unbelievingly and shake it.
3. Nod frequently and murmer, "how true." To you, this
seems exagerated. To him, it's
quite objective.
4. Sit in front, near him. (Applies only if you intend to stay
awake.) If you're going to all
the trouble of making a good
impression, you might as well
let him know who you are, especially in a large class.
5. Laugh at his jokes. You
can tell. If he looks up from
his notes and smiles expect-1
antly, he has told a joke ..
6: Ask for 0utside reading.
You don't have to read it. Just
nsk.
7. If you must sleep, arrange
to be called at the end of the
hour. It creates an unfavorable
impression if the rest of the
class has left and you sit there
alone, dozing.
8. Be sure the book you read
during the lecture looks like a
book from the course. If you
do math in psychology class
and psychology in math class,
match the books for size and
color.
9. Ask any questions you
thing he can answer. Conversely, avoid announcing that you
have found the answer to a
question he couldn't answer,
.·and · in your younger brother's
second-grade reader at that.
10. Call attention to his writing. This produces - an exquisitely pleasant experience connected with you. If you know
he's written a book or an article, ask in class if he wrote
it.
As to whether or not you
want to do some work, in addition to all this, well it's controversial and up to the indi·
victual.
-Robert Tyson, Department
of Psychology and Philosophy,
Hunter College, N. Y.

"Freedom is an intangible
something whic-h all men aspire to attain. Man lives his
life seeking it, and although
in this life he may never
achieve the ultimate, someplace in the heavens it awaits
him."
This was the thought he was
attempting to capture, said Dr.
Loyd Vandeberg, in his creation "Freedom," which won
first ;prize for originality at the
recent Washington Industrial
Arts Association convention.
"The space ship represents

Student Teachers
The date for student teachers' meeting has been changed from April 20 to April 27
at 10 a. m. in Martin hall auditorium.

~

this complete freedom in the
next world, and the spiral upon which it rides represents
man's journey through life,"
Dr. Vandeberg said.
"Space is said to be timeless; therefore, if man could
travel into space, he would
keep going forever," he said.
"So it is with death. The
closer man journeys toward
the end of life on this earth,
as is indicated by the spiral,
the closer he comes to achieving complete freedom, for the
next world is endless and timeless, and there man will be forever free ," Vandeberg explained.

Fishermen
OPENING DAY SPECIALS
NOW 98c
Flatfish reg. l.20
NOW 53c
Salmon Eggs reg .65
NOW49c
Salmon eggs reg. .60
4-6-8 pound test monofiliment spi·n line
100 yards 50c
Fine selection of poles, reels, nets and
hooks. All Fishingt Needs . .
EDGETT BROS., CHENEY

M-N-M Drive In

·,.\:;;-··
:-:•

Have you been watching the progress at
the M-N-M? Inside seating-Juke BoxTables-Booths. The very latest in Drive-in
Dining. Open this Weekend.
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EWC student Jim Hordemann, driving the Chrysler-powe~ed
Kelly Automotive Dragster above, opened the 1961 Racang
season at the · Deer Park Airport with a 177 mph_ run .. ~he
weekly speed event is sponsored by the Inland Empire T1m1ng
Association. Spee!fs are determined by electronic cloc~ at the
end of a quarter--mile strip. The race is an accelerahon test
from • standing
start
to the end of the quarter. The world's
,.,
I
record is now ·186 mph.

More About,
''The Luau''

PHOTO CONTEST;
EWC ~HUTERBUGS

CAN WIN PRIZES

Prizes amounting to over
$200
will be won by EWCE
,Final preparations are unarea
shutterbugs in . a black
derway for the all-campus Haand
w
bite
photo contest, sponwaiian Luau. scheduled for
sored
by
the
college and CheMay 30. Th~ site has been set
ney
Photo
Supply.
for the Louise Anderson courts
Prizes are: fiFst place, a
and the schedule calls for the
Yashica
Lynx 35mm camera
recreational activities to beworth
$109.95,
second place a
gin at 2 and the dinner to
Sawyers
model
500 slide prostart at 5 p. m.
jector
worth
$69.95,
and third
There will be continuous enplace
a
$50.00
gift
certificate
tertainment for three solid
hours in connection with the good at Cheney Photo Supply.
Contest rules are as follows:
dinner.
The activities and recrea·
1. Photographs will be judg·
tion committee of the SUB is ed on visual effectiveness, orplanning a decoration setting iginality, and technical qualwhich would convert the LA ity. The decisions of the judcourts into a Waikiki beach- ges are final.
type atmosphere. There will
2. The contest is limited to
be flaming torches, palm trees, black and white prints which
and a Diamond-head volcano . must be at least 4" x 5". No
Spurs and Intercollegiate person may submit more than
Knights are cooperating to in- three photographs.
sure that everyone participat3'. Each print must have with
ing will be appropriately it an official entry blank which
dressed in Hawaiian costumes. may be obtained from Cheney
The Business club has an- Photo Supply.
nounced that advance ticket
4. Those who win prizes mut
sales will begin May 1 and sspuply
the original negative
will last until May 22. Meal before prizes
will be awarded;
tickets for LA hall will admit
furthermore.
model releases
campus students free to the
will
be
required
when felt
Luau. Others may pure-base •
necessary.
The
negative
will be
tickets for the fee of $2.00.
One hundred tickets are, being returned following the awarding of the prizes.
saved for this purpose.
5. The contest opens April
17, and closes May 25. All entries should be sent to or
brought to: Camera Contest;
Box 716; Student Union Building; EWCE; Cheney, Washington.
Several EWC professors will
6. During the contest the picbe traveling this . month for tures will be on display at the
speaking engagements, con- Student Union Building and
ventions and concerts.
Cheney Photo Supply.
Mrs. Ccirol E. Gerken, dean
7. The pictures will be hanof women at Eastern was dled with care; however the
scheduled to be speaker at
committee assumes no
Larson Air Force Base chapel contest
responsibility
for damage to
last Thursday.
'
She spoke on the need, ded- or loss of the pictures.
8.
If
entrant
wishes
his
picication and caliber of men and
ture
back
he
may
pick
it
up
at
women necessary to help imthe
Student
post
office
after
plement an effective religious
the contest.
program.
9. The contest is open to all
William L. Maxson, director
persons
except employees of
of bands. was guest conductor
Cheney
Photo
Supply.
of the Pomeroy high school
band concer t Friday evening
in the high school auditorium. A WS PLANS
Maxson is chairman of t he BANQU ET
Washington College Band Directors Association and, is also
Recognition
of superior
~tate chairman of t he National scholarship among Eastern's
Band Directors Asociation.
women students is t o be noted.
Francis J. Schadegg, geogThe Associated Women Sturaphy department heqd, and dents are planning a banquet
Clifford A. Rajala, assistant to be held Wednesday, April
professor of geology-geog- 26 at 6:30 p. m. in the Isle-land
raphy, attended the annual Terrace. All undergraduate
convention of the Association women, with an accumulative
of Canadian Geographers in grade point of 3.25 in not less
Vancouver, B. C., April 8.
than 30 credit hours and carryKarl R. Morrison. associate ing at least 14 credit hours this
professor of art, attended the - quarter, will be invited to atNational Art Education asso· tend. T,h e theme will be the
ciation conference at Miami woman's role in the world toBeach. Florida, April 8-16.
d
Morrison, vice president of
ax, guest speaker for the evelhe Washington State Art Ed- rung has not yet been chosen.
ucation Association, representMany northwestern schools
ed the state and participated are now holding these banquets
as a panel member in a work- in honor of their outstanding
shop on problems of state art students.
association.
"It seems that scholastic
Dr. Aretas A. Dayton, history and social studies divis- recognition has too long been
ion head, and Dr. Edgar r. ignored on this and many other
Stewart, professor of history, campuses," says commuter ·
are scheduled to attend the representative to A WS, Rhoda
annual meeting of the Missis- Paulson. "It is our hope t,hat
sippi Valley Historical associa- more recognition
will
be
tion in Detroit, April 18-23.
shown in the future."

Profs Travel
For Enga.gemenfs

Plac;ment Column
JOB O ENINGS
A re resentative from Personal ~toducts, which is a division of .Johnson and Johnson, will be on campus Monday All>ril 24, at 9 a. m. for
the' pJrpose of interviewing
candidaJtes for positions with
t heir company.
.
Patrick Carley, underwriter,
for the Connecticut Mut~al
Life insurance company will
be on ciampus tomorrow afternoon a~ 1 p . m. to interview
candidate_s wh? ar~ interested
in a posit10n with his company.
MOSES LAKE
Reprdsentatives from the
Moses ~ke Public schools,
Moses ~ke, Washington, will
be on c mpus to interview prospective teacher candidates on
Thursda , April 27 at 9 a. m.
Teachers are needed on the
element!ry level, junior high
languag arts .and ~ocial st~dies bloc , juruor high foreign
language. 'f.here is also a need
for high school English and
1

art.

I

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON'
Waltet Hichcock, superintendent I of West
Valley
schoolss, Spokane, Washington,
will be 'on campus tomorrow

USSR Students
Go To Night School
(IUS News Service, Prague)
- One of the specific features
of this academic year in the
u. S. S. R. is that more than
one million people, almost
half of the country's entire
student body, now acquire an
education at correspondence
or evening institutes.
Another important feature
is that most of the students of
higher educational establishments are persons who have
worked for some time after
leaving secondary schools and
have therefore acquired a certain degree of experience in
life.
This accords with the law
adopted by the USSR Supreme
Soviet two years ago, on
strengt,h ening the school's ties
morning at 9:30 a. m. to interview
prospective
teacher
candidates. Vacancies available
on the elementary level are
first, second, third, fifth and
sixth. There are also seventh
and eighth grade language arts
and social studies. On the senior high level there are English
and study hall, and English
and general math.

with life. In accordance with
this law training during the
first two years at a technical
or agricultural institute is organized almost in the same
way as at evenin_g or correspondence schools. The young
people study without leaving
their jobs .
The system of evening and
correspondence education, in
turn, has been made to resemble full-time education as
much as possible, and the state
grants considerable privileges
to
those
attending such
schools. During their five
years of study, correspond'ence students, for instance,
are given 300 days off for taking their exams, doing laboratory work and preparing for
their diplomas.
Ii

Delicious Food
Greyhoun~ Bus
Service
Students :W elcome
The Malt Shop

#2 in a series

of polls conducted by L&M
student representatives throughout the nation.
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Light up ap HM,

and answer
these questions. Then compare your
answers with 1,383 other college
students (at bottom of page).

Question

# 1:

Do you believe that most girls go to college to get a
higher education or to find a husband?
Get higher education.___ Find a hus~and...._.;___

Quesµon #2:

Which do you feel is most important as a personal goal
f~r you in your career? (CHECK ONE)
Security of income___ Quick promotion.___ _
Job satisfaction.__ _
Fam,i:;;..e_ _ Money__ Recognition of talent,_ _

Answer:

Answer:

Question

# 3:

Do you feel reading requirements are too heavy in your
present courses?
Ye,o.s_ _ _
No._ __
No opinion.___ _

Question #4:

If you are a filter cigarette smoker, which do you think
contributes more to your smoking plea~ure?
Quality of filter_ __
Quality of tobacco,_ __
Both contribute equally_ __

Answer:

Answer :

J:M

Answer #1: Get higher education: Men 27% - Women 52%
Find a husband: Men 73% - Women 48%
Answer #2: Security of income 17% - Quick promotion 2%
Job satisfaction 61% - Fame 1% - Money 8%
Campus
Recognition of talent 11 %
Opinion
Answer #3: Yes 17% - No 81% - No opinion 2%
Answers: Answer #4: Quality of filter 10% - Quality of tobacco 32%Both contribute equally 58%
TobaccQ and filter quality are equally important. That's
why today's L&M features top quality tobaccos and L&M's famous
Miracle Tip ... pure white outside, pure white inside. Try a pack today.
(Th~ L&M Campus Opinion Poll was taken at over 100 colleges and may not be a statistically random
selettion of all undergraduate schools.)
@1961 Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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